of voters in Kooyong believe that the Federal government should be doing more to address climate change.

We need strong climate action this decade. Net Zero by 2050 is too late.

It’s time the Prime Minister and our MPs told us the truth about how far behind the global pack we really are.

Is it too much to ask for the truth on climate from our MPs?

No more spin in our letterboxes.

Our community deserves better!

With the right political will, we could be a world leader in clean energy, transforming manufacturing and exports.

Your vote matters. Make sure it is based on the facts!

Find out more: www.lighterfootprints.org/climate-spin/

Click here for more information.
Cut through the spin!

- Is Australia trailing the rest of the world on emissions reductions?
- Are we doing better than most G20 countries?

Prime Minister Scott Morrison says Australia has reduced emissions by 20%, and that Australia is fifth amongst G20 countries. RMIT ABC Fact Check found this claim to be “misleading” - 8 Dec 2021

Australia slipped “five places to 59th in this year’s CCPI [Climate Change Performance Index], trailing many developed economies” - 3 Dec 2021

Scott Morrison explained in March 22 that the LNP policy is for coal power stations to “run as long as they possibly can”, and Australia wants to massively expand gas extraction.

The reality is we’re missing out on climate opportunities that the rest of the world is already adopting.

Morrison refused to increase Australia’s weak emissions 26-28% 2030 target at Glasgow.

Labor has committed to an emissions reduction target of 43% by 2030, which is better, but still too low.

Science tells us 2030 targets should be of the order of 75%.

Comparable western economies have 2030 targets of 54%-68%.

Climate action this decade will determine our future.

We already have affordable clean technology.

We just need the political will to use it.

You can make this happen!

Vote for REAL climate action on election day - it’s that simple.

Lighter Footprints is a non-partisan, volunteer climate action group based in the eastern suburbs

VOTE FOR REAL CLIMATE ACTION

Links and information here: www.lighterfootprints.org/climate-spin/
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